
Your end of year surprise 
and delight campaigns

Lunch n’ Learn
with TDP



Just a 'lil polite reminder to
keep yourself on mute :) 

Pretty pur-lease



We here at TDP respectfully operate on Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung land, and we would like to
take this opportunity to acknowledge that we live, work and play on the lands of the oldest

living culture known to the world. 
 

We honour this privilege and responsibility with respect, humility and curiosity. 
 

We acknowledge the wisdom, diversity and innovation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander ways of seeing and being, and their elders past, present and emerging. 

Wominjeka



Founding Director here in TDP-land

Law school drop out > Content Specialist

Content Specialist obsessed with surprise and delight

13 years experience in this field, and I-don't-wanna-stop. #LoveMyJob

Proud AUDHD'er [Autistic x ADHD]

‘ello #itme, Cherie



But first? 
I've got a surprise
and delight story for you



I mean...
S'not much of a surprise n' delight 
 Masterclass without an #SND
story



Why Surprise n' Delight?
[because, standout strategy]



Well, because
with surprise n' delight marketing? ...
you get to understand your customer

[and then deliver more than what they ever expected just  for having followed you. 
The ultimate surprise n' delight ]



But also?
Surprise n' delight strategies

^ customer loyalty, which not only 
drives conversion, but...

[also drives repeat purchases, ^ brand engagement, and when used properly? 
Surprise n' Delight marketing can be extremely good for business ]



Alright, TDP 
gimme some examples, cos' 

#delight'spo



Some big examples



And we say "surprise and delight'ing" because in a sea of carbon copy
Instagram Reels where everyone is dancing and pointing to the same things?
... we went and tried to do the same [I danced, and pointed ... and it TANKED!].

#SND'n with video content

We realised that in that very moment we tried to "be like everyone else" on IG with the
brand-new-to-all reels platform ... not only was the process of creating that content
excruciating? ... but the content also tanked.

[it's not what our audience wants - or expects - from us, tbh].

Just because your IG reels explore tab currently features a million-and-one dance-
and-point'ers who're dancin' and pointin' to the same tune? ... doesn't mean you have to
join the chorus.

For us? We fell into a TikTok exploration phase, which was a 3 month journey simply
*exploring* the possibilities of more grassroots [and unique] content ... and seeing what
gave us energy, instead of what stole energy from us.



... we landed on Heart n' Soul



Surprise n' Delight difficulty level 1

Not only replying to every comment, but executing a pinning strategy for top comments

Finding out who your top followers are, and thanking them [with surprise, and delight]

Sending audio message responses to the DMs you receive

Just ... taking note of the little things [that become much bigger things]

Be human

If your business loves RAOK as much as we do? Film the content, and share it

If your business employs a team? Surprise n' delight your team

And on the topic of team, put your team up in lights [this will always delight your

followers]

This is the easier [and more obvious] stuff like;

Like, think of this level as 2020 [remember when we thought that
was the hard year?]. #lol #TakeMeBack.



Your audio strategy

Now it’s time to execute
What would it look like executing #SND difficulty level 1? 

Your repin strategy

How much do you post to a platform
like Instagram, for example? You'll
want to know what you're posting and
when ... and then hover around in the
comments to regularly pin your
favourite comment [2 minutes of your
time in this way just *delights* the
people engaging with you online]. 

Who are your top followers? Taking note of the little things

You all know how much TDP loves a
humanised brand, but what does
that look/feel and sound like for
you? Stuck for ideas, our next Lunch
n' Learn covers off on humanising
your brand online.

There are *so* many apps online that'll give
you this kind of information, we recommend
exploring them and finding the right one for
you ... but for us? We like FollowersPro for
Instagram [tells you your top 10/20/50
followers etc. and it's nice to have that
information to be able to surprise n' delight
them].

This is where you might sit with a
spreadsheet or a marketing calendar, and
figure out how often you want to run RAOK
campaigns: when, where, how, why, etc.

How much time do you have to pull off
community management per week?
What days/times is best for you to
make this a regular habit? For me, I
spend Sunday evenings clearing all of
DMs ... and I use audio replies [mostly
because of my ADHD], but our followers
respond *so* well to that level of
personofication.

This is where you have to do bigger
[values-based] work on what your
personal values are ... and how you can
bring them to life within your workplace to
benefit your team [for me? That involves
#SND internally, and not just externally].

Can you create something somewhere
[from a systems and processes
perspective] where you can document
customer stories, important things
they've shared in DMs etc. that won't
scream "automation" to them ... and will
instead feel like a brand that's
genuinely [and authentically] surprise
n' delight'n?

Your turn to brainstorm some more ideas
here

Injecting humanisation Your RAOK strategy Your team [and #SND] Other



Surprise n' delight'n your team



Surprise n' Delight difficulty level 2

Get a Bluetooth Beacon device, and surprise the sheet out of your customers
Turn your DMs into sophisticated stories about your followers' that you can draw from
Make a close friends list on Instagram Stories with unique stories to them [incl. discounts]
Highlight the nicest comment you've ever received, and turn it into a discount code
Hey ... you can even highlight the sh*ttiest comment you've ever received and do the
same. #WhoDaThunkIt
Or what about literally surprising your followers' with hidden goodies on the final slide of a
carousel?

Create "hook content" to keep people coming back for more, because they're delighted.

This is still easy to pull off, it's just a teeny little bit ... fiddlier;

But my favourite thing to do that begins as surprise, and continues to delight?

Like, think of this level as 2021 [who else realised in 2021 that they'd actually like to
go back to the innocence of all of us in 2020 where we thought it was over? ha!]

https://www.pointr.tech/blog/beacons-everything-you-need-to-know


Your 'close friends' strategy

Now it’s time to execute
What would it look like executing #SND difficulty level 2? 

Your beacon strategy

Click on the link on the previous slide,
and have a think about what a beacon
could do for your business ... and how it
could be used?

Your DM strategy Your 'sunshine' strategy

Do you feel brave enough to
consider anti-marketing? If so, keep
some of the screenshots of the
worst-ever comments ... block out
any identifying features [because
that's not kind], and use it for an
anti-marketing campaign.

At TDP? We actually keep screenshots
[mostly because I like an #InboxZero for our
DMs] from a lot of our beloved followers ...
and it helps us to seriously *stay
connected* to our followers' [and their
individual stories etc.].

This is where you'll want to head into
Canva and whip up a carousel graphic
you can use across Instagram, Facebook
and LinkedIn.  On the final slide? That's
where you hide the "goodie" [if you're
feeling generous, let 'em know in the
caption].

Could you consider pulling your "top
50" followers into a close friends list?
The most engaged? The sunshine'iest
souls? The 'first likers'? The people
who've followed from the very
beginning? ... and then consider what
separate IG story content you might
want to create for them.

Here's where you'll want to do some
homework and brainstorming and ask
yourself, "why are people following me
here? What do they want to see from me?
What "hook" can I create to keep them
regularly looking forward to more from
me?

Did you know we take screenshots of all
of the sunshine'iest comments that
people leave on our socials? ... you can
then turn this into the discount code we
mentioned implementing on the
previous slide.

Your turn to brainstorm some more ideas
here

Your anti-marketing strategy Your carousel strategy Your hook content strategy Other



Surprise n' Delight ... and paid ads

Use the creative you have from your surprise and delight campaigns ... and turn them into brand awareness
campaigns via paid ads. Video, screenshots, social proof, whatever it is you're collecting ... will make incredible creative
[and subsequent copy] for some incredible brand awareness campaigns.

So go bigger … earlier! Now is the time to go all-in on your Christmas marketing. With the delays in post around
Australia, people are scrambling to get their gift-giving sorted in time for Christmas. Make sure your advertising
messaging has a strong focus on gifting as well as your shipping services like free shipping, express shipping, same-
day dispatch or click and collect.

Create competitive offers. There is a whole lot of advertising competition this time of year, especially for eCommerce.
Make sure you have a competitive offer to cut through the noise,

Create broader audiences. The Christmas period is a key time to reach new audiences and to tap into new markets
who might be interested in gifting your product. 71% of Facebook and Instagram users find the platforms to be influential
in their Christmas shopping decisions.

The beautiful thing about surprise and delight marketing is that it created
incredible content for you organically ... as well as being repurposed into paid ads.



Surprise and delight? 
= more ROI than a paid ads campaign 
[and you get it doing the one thing you
should be doing, which is loving your
customers right back. #CoupleGoals]



I'm agile, and I'm always watchin'
What happens when someone does something cool and features your business/brand? What would happen
if your brand sees it and responds with surprise and delight ... or even just a small token of appreciation? That

person feels seen. Feels heard. Feels special. And that small act turns a follower into a follower for life.



Like, look at us.
Being all agile-like
and #delightspo'n



But that's just us,
how do others do

the #SnD'ing?



First? Brainstorm as many
ideas as possible

[No idea is off limits]

Pillar



The final pep talk? Agility wins. 
Agility doesn't just come into being on its

own, though. To enable it? Ask yourself what
kind of opportunities it is you're looking for.



A surprise and delight campaign isn't just
about creating a singular moment with a fan. 
It shows that you listen and truly appreciate
  your followers. It humanises your brand and

offers the opportunity to be a part of
something bigger than your brand.



What's next?
Whatever you want, really. 



Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn [we have a Twitter account, but we last
posted to that in 2019 before anyone’d ever heard of a bat]. #lol

facebook.com/TheDigitalPicnic 

@thedigitalpicnic

linkedin.com/company/the-digital-picnic

Follow us? We mostly hang out
in the below online spaces.

hello@thedigitalpicnic.com.au 

@thedigitalpicnic



We’ve got more $50 Lunch n’ Learn Masterclasses on some bluddy-good-topics,
if we do say so ourselves.

Wanna lunch n’ learn again with us?

We’d love to see some o’ you at our next Lunch n’ Learn sessions [and we’re serious when we say this, it’d make our
day if someone smashed, like, a burrito on Zoom while we were presenting, ha!



So, uh, SURPRISE
[and hopefully delight?]
Your next Lunch n' Learn is on us. [because 2021 was an arse].

What kinda surprise-n'-delight marketers would we be if we didn't surprise
and delight you [at least once] throughout this Masterclass?

... we'd be terrible, Muriel.

Your next Lunch n' Learn is on us using the discount code Dane'll send you as
*soon* as you load an IG story to your Instagram account [tagging us, so we
can see] from today's Masterclass.

[p.s. we’ll love you forever and always if you share what your biggest
takeaway was! And by takeaway we don’t mean where you ordered your
lunch from. #lawl]

This free Masterclass is available for 48 hours only.



Sank yew!
Please do not share, or reproduce this content 

without our express permission. 
 

All content © Copyright The Digital Picnic 2021


